The CR capacity of a two-teminal model is de ned as the maximum rate of common randomness that the terminals can generate using resources speci ed by the given model. We determine CR capacity for several models, including those whose statistics depend on unknown parameters. The CR capacity is shown to be achievable robustly, by common randomness of nearly uniform distribution no matter what the unknown parameters are. Our CR capacity results are relevant for the problem of identi cation capacity, and also yield a new result on the regular (transmission) capacity of arbitrarily varying channels with feedback.
Introduction
Suppose two terminals, called Terminal X and Terminal Y, have resources such as access to side information and communication links that allow them to observe and (perhaps cooperatively) generate certain random variables (RV's). The permissible rules for this are speci ed by the particular model, but it is always assumed that the terminals have unrestricted computational power, thus the RV's that can be generated and observed at a terminal at a given time include, as a minimum, all functions of the RV's previously observed there. Common randomness (CR) of X and Y means, intuitively, a RV generated by them and observable to both, perhaps with a small probability of error.
A RV generated by a terminal is not necessarily observable there, e.g., when Terminal X inputs a RV X into a noisy channel to Terminal Y, he thereby generates an output Y observable only at Y. If Terminal X suitably encodes the RV X he wants to transmit, enabling Y to decode, then this X will represent CR. If noiseless feedback from Y to X is available then the output Y will always represent CR. In Part 1 7] we were interested in CR under an additional secrecy constraint, with the motivation that the generated CR will be used as an encryption key. In this paper we do not require secrecy, and just study the maximum amount of CR a orded by a given model, the amount measured by entropy. The most convenient form of CR is uniform common randomness (UCR), i.e., CR represented by a uniformly (or nearly uniformly) distributed RV. For the type of models we will consider, the maximum attainable amount of CR and UCR will be asymptotically the same.
As a very simple example, suppose that there is a DMC from Terminal X to Terminal Y, Terminal X can randomize (= can generate RV's with arbitrary distributions), and can input into the DMC any random sequence X n he has generated (of given \large" length n). Terminal Y can observe the output Y n but the terminals have no other resources. It is intuitively clear that in this case X has to chose X n to be uniformly distributed on the exp(nC) codewords of an optimum code; then Y can decode, and the achieved nC amount of CR is best possible. If noiseless feedback is available, it is better for X to send independent repetitions of a RV X that produces maximum output entropy H(Y ). As now X can observe Y n , in this way CR of amount nH(Y ) results, clearly the Log's and exp's are to the base 2. Natural logarithms are denoted by`n. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1.1, this bound is less than 1, and the assertion follows.
Preliminaries
A key concept studied in this paper for various models is what we call CR capacity. In this section, we rst formally describe one model to be considered, and de ne achievable CR rates and CR capacity for that model. Then we indicate the changes needed for other models, including those where the underlying statistics depend on unknown parameters. (For all models considered, alternative de nitions of capacities | or capacity functions | lead to the same values.) As one of our reasons for studying CR capacity is its relationship to ID capacity, at the end of this section we sketch how the latter concept can be de ned for the type of models we are interested in, as a straightforward extension of the de nition of ID capacity of a DMC without or with feedback, cf. 4], 5]. A general de nition of transmission capacity is also included. In Section 3 we will establish some general results, including the achievability of CR capacity with UCR, i.e., with nearly uniformly distributed RV's. For models where the statistics depend on unknown parameters, this UCR result holds in a robust sense. Then the result of Ahlswede and Dueck 5] refered to in the Introduction a ords the conclusion that for the type of models considered in this paper, CR capacity is always a lower bound to ID capacity, whenever the transmission capacity is positive.
Our results on the CR capacity of particular models will be stated and proved in Sections 4 and 5. As in Part 1, we use the terminology of the book 16] , and refer to it for notation not de ned here. One of the stimuli for this investigation came from 18], where rst basic observations are made and rst results are established for the binary symmetric case of the model we now describe.
Model (i): Two{source with one{way communication.
Given a discrete memoryless multiple source (DMMS) with two components, with alphabets X; Y and generic variables X; Y , the n{length source outputs are observable at Terminals X and Y, respectively. Moreover, X can send information to Y over a noiseless channel of capacity R, namely, he can noiselessly transmit any function f(X n ) of X n to Y, subject to the rate constraint 1 n log kfk R:
Other resources are not available to the terminals. We will say that a pair of RV's (K; L)
is permissible if K and L are functions of the data available at X resp. Y, i.e.,
A permissible pair (K; L) represents "{common randomness if PrfK 6 = Lg < ":
As K and L represent the same CR, intuition requires that the entropy rates 1 n H(K) and 1 n H(L) be arbitrary close if " is small, independently of n. In order to ensure this, via Fano's inequality, we impose the technical condition that K and L take values in the same set K whose cardinality satis es jKj exp(cn) (2.4)
for some c not depending on n. For Model (i), we adopt the following de nition that, with suitable interpretation, will be apropriate also for other models.
De nition 2.1: A number H is an achievable CR rate if for some constant c and every " > 0, > 0, for all su ciently large n there exists a permissible pair of RV's (K; L) satisfying (2.3), (2.4), such that 1 n H(K) > H ? :
The largest achievable CR rate is the CR capacity.
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Remark: In Part 1 7] we considered the related concept of key capacity, where also a secrecy requirement was imposed on the CR. There, nearly uniform distribution was also required in the sense that the entropy rate 1 n H(K) be close to 1 n log jKj. Actually, it will be seen in Theorem 3.2 that a still stronger kind of near uniformity can be attained, with the variation distance above going to 0 exponentially as n ! 1. Of course, then also H(K) will be exponentially close to log jKj.
For orientation notice that the CR capacity for Model (i) never exceeds H(X). If H(XjY ) < R then an f satisfying (2.1) can be chosen to let Y recover X n from f(X n ) and Y n with small probability of error (Slepian and Wolf, 15] ). Thus in this case the CR capacity equals H(X).
The question of how large CR rate can be attained in the extreme case R = 0 of Model (i), when no communication is permitted between X and Y, was asked by the second author in 1970. It was answered by G acs and K orner 12] who showed that it was equal to the largest entropy of a common function of X and Y , hence always 0 if X and Y had indecomposable joint distribution. This paper was one of the starting points of multiuser information theory, at least for the Hungarian research group. It will turn out that the (by now) standard \multiuser" techniques permit to determine the CR capacity both for Model (i) and its extensions considered in Section 4.
In the model described above, randomization was not permitted. As in Part 1, we will always regard randomization (at either terminal) as generating a RV at the very start, and let further actions depend on this RV, but already in a deterministic way. Thus, Model (i) with randomization at X means that a RV M = M X (of arbitrary distribution, but independent of X n ; Y n ) may be generated at X; then the information sent to Y may be f(X n ; M) (still subject to (2.1)), and De nition 2.1 applies with the understanding of permissible pairs as K = K(X n ; M), L = L ? Y n ; f(X n ; M) . Randomization at Y might also be permitted, then Y could generate a RV M Y (independent of X n ; Y n ; M X ), and let L be a function of M Y , too. Notice that whereas randomization at X may increase the CR capacity of Model (i), randomization at Y can not. A variant of Model (i) is when the given channel from X to Y is not noiseless but a DMC, say with the same word{length n as the observed source output. The input is selected by Terminal X as a function of X n (or of X n and M if randomization is permitted) and Terminal Y observes the output, say Z n . Then the change required in the de nition of permissible pairs (K; L) is that now L = L(Y n ; Z n ). A somewhat di erent model is at the start, independently of (M X ; X n ; Y n ). We now formally describe two models, both with randomization permitted at X, thus Terminal X rst generates a randomization RV M X = M. In the \no feedback" model, Terminal X selects the input sequence X n as a function of M. In the \complete feedback" 
in the no feedback case, and formally, K should be replaced by K = K(M; Y n ) in the complete feedback case; for the latter model, however, K = L = L(Y n ) may be taken, without restricting generality. Both the \no feedback" and \complete feedback" AVC models can be modi ed by letting Terminal X know the state sequence s. Then the inputs X 1 ; : : : ; X n and the RV K may depend also on s. Also the AVC analogue of Model (ii), i.e., AVC with active feedback could be considered. We will not attempt to give a general formal de nition of the class of models we are interested in, but all our models involve the block{length n of observable source RV's or permissible channel transmissions (or both). For such models, De nition 2.1 always makes sense if we specify, for every n, the class of permissible pairs of RV's that may be generated by the terminals as functions of the data available to them. We now sketch how ID codes and ID capacity can be de ned for arbitrary models of this kind, as a straightforward extension of the corresponding de nitions for channels without or with feedback, 4], 5].
Suppose one of N contingencies k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng takes place, Terminal X knows this k, and the goal is to let Terminal Y reliably decide, for any 1 j N he may choose, whether or not k = j. To this end, the terminals perform a protocol permissible by the given model, for some block{length n, with the understanding that the actions of Terminal X, but not those of Terminal Y, may explicitly depend on k. E.g., for Model (ii) Here P k denotes the distribution of U when contingency k has taken place. The ID capacity of the given model is the supremum of the numbers R such that for every " > 0 and su ciently large n there exists an (N; n; ") ID code with N exp exp(nR).
For models whose statistics depend on unknown parameters (\state"), De nition 2.2 applies with the obvious modi cation. Namely, as then the distributions P k also depend on the state, we require (2.11) to hold robustly, i.e., for all possible states. In particular, for an AVC without feedback (with X permitted to randomize) an (N; n; ") ID code is de ned by a family fQ j ; 1 j Ng of PD's on X n , Q j representing the distribution of the input sequence when contingency j takes place, together with a family fD j ; 1 j Ng of subsets of Y n , such that for each distinct k; j in f1; : : : ; Ng and all s 2 S n It is important to emphasize that the sets D j in De nition 2.2 need not be disjoint. If they were, Terminal Y could infer k (as that j for which U 2 D j ) with probability of error less than ", thus the ID code would become a transmission code. Whereas for ID codes N can grow doubly exponentially with the block{length n, for transmission codes only exponential growth is possible. As a straightforward generalization of the concept of channel capacity, we can de ne the transmission capacity of a general model as the supremum of numbers R such that for every " > 0 and su ciently large n there exists an (N; n; ") transmission code. Notice that for transmission codes, i.e., when the sets D j , 1 j N, are disjoint, it su ces to impose the rst inequality in (2.11). More exactly, the transmission capacity de ned in this way is that for the \maximum error" criterion, whereas transmission capacity for the \average error" criterion is obtained if the transmission codes are required to satisfy only
a weaker condition than (2.11). Just as for standard channel capacity, these two concepts of transmission capacity coincide for models with uniquely determined statistics, but transmission capacity for average error can be larger than that for maximum error when the statistics depend on unknown states.
Remark: For models with randomization allowed at Terminal X, transmission capacity (for average error) is always a lower bound to CR capacity. Indeed, a trivial way of generating CR is that Terminal X generates a RV uniformly distributed on f1; : : : ; Ng and then transmits it to Terminal Y with probability of error less than ". From the point of view of CR capacity, the interesting models are those for which this trivial scheme is not optimal.
3 Some general results
Lemma 3.1. Let P be any family of N PD's P = p(v); v 2 V g on a nite set V , let 0 < " 1 9 and let d > 0 be such that for every P 2 P the set
has P{probability k ; 1 i k; P 2 P:
In particular, the variation distance of the distribution of f from the uniform distribution on f1; : : : ; kg is less than 3", i.e.,
for each of the PD's P 2 P. Proof: Similar to that of Lemma 1.1 but requires a little more calculation. See Appendix.
Consider now the problem of robust uniform randomness obtainable by encoding the n{length output X n of an AVS, where the distribution of X n depending on the state sequence s 2 S n is given by (2.9). We are interested in mappings f : X n ! M of possibly large rate 1 n log jMj for which f(X n ) represents robust "{uniform randomness, i.e., the variation distance of the distribution of f(X n ) from the uniform distribution on M is less than ", no matter what is the state sequence s 2 S n . Theorem 3.1. Let us be given an AVS by a set of PD's P( js); s 2 S on X, such that H min = min s2S H ? P( js) > 0. Then for every 0 < " < 1 3 and every n there exists a mapping f : X n ! M of rate 1 n log jMj > H min ? ("; n) (3.5) such that f(X n ) represents robust "{uniform randomness, where ("; n) = r 2`n3=" n log jXj + 2 log 1=" n + log log(2jSj) n + 0 log n n (3.6) if jXj 3, and jXj should be replaced by 3 if jXj = 2; the 0 ? log n n term in (3.6) does not depend on " and the AVS, not even on X and S. Remarks: One feature of Theorem 3.1 that will be used in Theorem 3.2 below is that it brings out explicitly the dependence of ("; n) on X and S. For a xed AVS, Theorem 3.1 shows that robust "{uniform randomness for (arbitrarily small but) constant " can be attained by mappings of rate approaching H min with speed 0(n ? 1 2 ) , and the rate will approach H min even if " = " n ! 0, providing it goes to 0 slower than exponentially.
Moreover, robust "{uniform randomness with rate 1 n log jMj > H min ? with an arbitrarily small but constant > 0 is attainalbe even with " going to 0 exponentially.
Proof: Apply Lemma 3.1 to the family of PD's P( js), s 2 S n , on V = X n , with "
replaced by "=3 (in order to get "{uniform rather than 3"{uniform randomness, cf. (3.4)).
Then N = jSj n , and we will choose the number d in (3.1) as d = exp n(H min ? ) ; (3.7) with > 0 such that (3.2) (with " replaced by "=3) is ful lled for each P = P( js). As shown in the Appendix, = r 2`n3=" n log jXj (3.8) is an adequate choice, with the understanding (as also in the rest of the proof) that jXj should be replaced by 3 if jXj = 2. Then Lemma 3.1 gives that for jMj ("=3) 2 3 log(2jSj n ) exp " n H min ? r 2`n3=" n log jXj !# (3.9) there exists f : X n ! M such that f(X n ) represents "{uniform randomness, for each s 2 S n . Comparison of (3.5) and (3.9) shows that both can be satis ed with ("; n) as in (3.5).
Having available Theorem 3.1, we now prove that for the type of models treated in this paper, CR capacity can be attained with uniform CR. Although we did not give a formal de nition of this class of models, we recall from Section 2 that all our models involve the speci cation of permissible pairs of RV's (K; L), for each block{length n. The following de nition postulates a property common to all models we are interested in.
De nition 3.1: A model permits independent concatenations if for any pairs of RV's (K 0 1 ; L 0 1 ) and (K 0 2 ; L 0 2 ) permissible for block{lengths n 1 and n 2 , there exists a pair (K; L) permissible for block{length n 1 +n 2 such that K = (K 1 ; K 2 ), L = (L 1 ; L 2 ), where (K 1 ; L 1 ) and (K 2 ; L 2 ) are independent and have the same distribution as (K 0 1 ; L 0 1 ) and (K 0 2 ; L 0 2 ). When the underlying statistics are not uniquely determined but depend on some parameters (\state"), the last condition means that under any permissible statistics for block{length n 1 + n 2 , (K 1 ; L 1 ) and (K 2 ; L 2 ) are independent, with distributions equal to those of (K 0 1 ; L 0 1 ) and (K 0 2 ; L 0 2 ) under one of permissible statistics for block{length n 1 resp. n 2 .
For models with statistics depending on \states", let S(n) denote the set of possible states for block{length n. We will assume that this set does not grow faster than doubly exponentially, more exactly, that 1 n log log jS(n)j is bounded by a constant. This holds for all models we are aware of, e.g. for the standard AVS and AVC models jS(n)j = jSj n grows only exponentially. Even for the variant of the AVC where the state sequence s may depend on the input sequence x, in which case S(n) is the set of all mappings of X n into S n , the growth rate of jS(n)j is \only" doubly exponential. Theorem 3.2. Let us be given a model permitting independent concatenations. If the statistics are not uniquely determined, we assume that 1 n log log jS(n)j is bounded. Then for any xed " > 0, every H less than CR capacity, and su ciently large n, there exists a permissible pair of RV's (K; L), both distributed on a set M satisfying 1 n log jMj H, such that PrfK 6 = Lg < "; X k2M PrfK = kg ? 1 jMj < "; (3.10) for every possible choice of the underlying statistics.
Remark: It will be clear from the proof that the near uniformity of K can be attained also in a stronger sense, namely in the second inequality in (3.10), instead of a xed " > 0 one could take a sequence " n going to 0 exponentially as n ! 1 (with a su ciently small exponent). A similar improvement of the rst inequality in (3.10) is possible providing in the de nition of CR capacity, the xed " > 0 in (2.3) can be replaced by " n going to 0 exponentially; this holds for all the models treated in this paper. (3.14) such that the distribution of f(K r ) is robustly "{close to the uniform distribution on M, where ("; r) = r 2`n1=" r log jKj + 2 log 1=" r + log log j2S(m)j r + 0 log r r : (3.15) Using (3.11) and the assumption on the growth rate of S(m), it follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that 1 rm log jMj > H if r is su ciently large, dependeing on " but not on m.
With such an r we set K = f(K r ), L = f(L r ) for block{length n = rm. Then K and L are distributed on M satisfying 1 n log jMj > H, and the second inequality in (3.10) holds for every possible choice of the underlying statistics. Finally, the rst inequality in (3.10) follows from (3.12), if we choose " 0 = "=r. This completes the proof, because it clearly su ces to restrict attention to block{lengths n which are multiples of a constant r. 4 Common randomness in models (i), (ii) , and (iii) Proof: A short proof is available using standard results of multiuser information theory, cf. the proof of Theorem 4.2 below. Here we prefer an independent proof, which later will be extended to the case of two{way communication.
We state, also for later reference, an identity also used in Part 1 (Lemma 4.1; cf. It is easy to check that the function de ned by (4.1) is concave, hence, by (4.9), its slope is 1 if R H(XjY ). Thus the right hand side of (4.11) is C 1 (R). This completes the proof for the randomized case.
Finally, if the channel from X to Y is not noiseless but a DMC, the only modi cation needed in the above proof is to replace f(X n ) in eq. (4.5) by the output of that DMC.
Denote the input of this DMC by T n and the output by Z n . Whether or not Terminal X randomizes, the Markov condition Y n ?X n K ?T n ?Z n must hold. Thus the rst term in (4.5) with f(X n ) replaced by Z n can be bounded as I(K^Z n jY n ) I(X n K^Z n jY n ) I(T n^Zn jY n ) nC; establishing our claim.
(b) Direct part.
It su ces to consider the case R H(XjY ), with no randomization. By continuity, it su ces to show that C 1 (R 0 ) is an achievable CR rate for every R 0 < R. Then for every X{typical x 2 X n the probability that neither u ij is jointly UX{typical with x is doubly exponentially small. Hence with probability close to 1, every typical x is jointly typical with some u ij . Let K(x) be equal to an u ij jointly typical with x (either one if there are several), and let f(x) = i if K(x) = u ij ; both functions are set constant when x is not typical. ?nI(U^X) + o(n) (4.14) implies that H(K) nI(U^X) + o(n).
It remains to check (2.3), i.e., PrfK 6 = Lg ". Notice that for any jointly UX{typical pair (u; x), the set of y's jointly typical with (u; x) has conditional probability arbitrarily close to 1 on the condition U n = u, X n = x, and hence by markovity, also on the condition X n = x. It follows that the set A of those pairs (x; y) for which ? K(x); x; y are jointly UXY {typical has P n XY arbitrarily close to 1. Let us denote by B the set of those pairs (x; y) 2 A for which in addition to u ij = K(x), some other u ij (with the same rst index i) is also jointly typical with y. To complete the proof, it su ces to show that P n XY (B) with be arbitrarily small, with large probability with respect to the random choice of fu ij g. Now, for xed (x; y), the probability that B determined by the random fu ij g contains (x; y), is upper bounded by here we used (4.13) and that the u ij are independent, chosen with uniform distribution from the sequences of type P U . Hence the expectation of P n XY (A), as a RV depending on fu ij g, is also upper bounded by exp ?n + o(n) . This completes the proof.
Consider now the following generalization of Model (i) to generating CR at r + 1 (rather than 2) terminals. decode with small probability of error, and he gets access to additional randomness from the channel output. Namely, he can numerate the words in each of his decoding sets from (b) Converse part. Let (K; L) be a permissible pair for block{length n, thus K = K(M; g 1 ; : : : ; g n ), L = L(Y n ), with g = (g 1 ; : : : ; g n ) satisfying (2.6). Supposing that (K; L) satis es the condition in De nition 2.1 we decompose H(LjM) in analogy to (4.5), replacing f(X n ) there by g = (g 1 ; : : : ; g n ). Bounding as there we obtain H(LjM) = I(L^gjM) + H(LjM; g) nR + "nc + 1: (4.23)
Further, (2.7) and the memoryless character of the DMC fWg imply
where J is an auxiliary RV uniformly distributed on f1; : : : ; ng, independent of (M; Y n ).
Combining this with n : As Y J is the channel output for input X J , this completes the converse proof also for the no randomization case. When the backward channel is not noiseless but a DMC, then denoting its input and output by T n and Z n , the only di erence will be that g in (4.23) has to be replaced by Z n . Then the rst term will be bounded as I(L^Z n jM) I(T n^Zn jM) nC; where C is the capacity of the backward channel. Moreover, the range sizes of U and V can be bounded by jXj + 2 and jYj, resp. Remark: It is reasuring to check that (4.25) reduces to the expected simple results when either R 1 H(XjY ) or R 2 H(Y jX). In the rst case U = X is a permissible choice, then the Markov condition for V becomes void, and it follows that As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, it su ces to prove that I(X^U) + I(V^Y jU) is an achievable CR rate whenever U and V satisfy (in addition to (4.26)) the inequalities in (4.25) with strict inequality. The form of eq. (4.25) suggests that in the rst round CR of rate I(U^X) ought to be generated, and in the second round additional CR of rate I(V^Y jU). We use the same construction as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. First we generate fu ij ; 1 i N 1 ; 1 j N 2 g and associate with them functions K 1 (x) and f(x) and L 1 (y; i) as there (we write K 1 and L 1 rather than K and L, for now these functions will represent only the rst part of the CR). Model (a): AVC without feedback and any other side information.
First we recall some well-known results for transmission capacities, cf. 16].
A random code (C 1 ; : : : ; C M ; Q) is de ned by deterministic codes C 1 ; : : : ; C M of the same block-length n and a PD Q on f1; : : : ; Mg, with the understanding that C i will be used with probability Q(i). The error criterion is that the maximum or the average (for k) of P M i=1 Q(i)e k (i; s) be small for every s 2 S n , where e k (i; s) denotes the probability of not decoding correctly the message k when the code C i is used and the state sequence is s.
Both criteria lead to the same random code capacity C R . Notice that random codes can be used for transmission only if sender and receiver have acces to CR, the outcome of a random experiment with distribution Q. with M not larger than the square of the block-length n and with uniform Q. As a consequence, the capacity for deterministic codes and the average probability of error criterion, denoted by C, satis es C = C R if C > 0:
Random codes should be distinguished from codes with randomized encoding, which do not need CR, the decoding being deterministic. It was also shown in 1] that with randomized encoding, both the maximum and average error criteria lead to the same capacity, and capacity under randomized encoding = C:
We note for later reference that (5.2) and (5. it su ces to show that C ID C R . It follows from (2.12) that an (N; n; ") ID code for the AVC is, for each W 2 W, also an (N; n; ") code for the DMC fWg. Since the ID capacity of a DMC equals its transmission capacity, this and (5.1) imply the claimed inequality.
Model (b): AVC with noiseless (passive) feedback.
Let C CRF and C CRf denote the CR capacity and C IDF and C IDf the identi cation capacity of the AVC with noiseless (passive) feedback, according as Terminal X is permitted to randomize or not. As now X knows everything that Y does, C CRF equals the limit as n ! 1 of the maximum, for all protocols as described in the passage containing eq. Proof: (i) For a protocol that disregards the feedback information and selects i.i.d. inputs X 1 ; : : : ; X n with distribution P, the quantity (5.7) becomes min W2W H(PW). This proves that the right hand side of (5. 
(5.13)
Using (5.13), an induction as above shows that the right hand side of (5.9) is an upper bound to (5.7) for any deterministic protocol. Now, let P be the PD achieving the maximum in (5.9). Supposing C CRf > 0, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that to any " > 0 there exists k = k("), a protocol of block-length k, and a mapping f of Y k into X, such that the distribution of f(Y k ) di ers by less than " from P , in variation distance, no matter what is the state sequence s 2 S k . We extend this protocol to block-length n, by letting X i = f(Y k ) for i = k + 1; : : : ; n. Then, by (5.13), the limit of (5.7) as n ! 1 will be arbitrarily close to the right hand side of (5.9), if " > 0 is su ciently small. (iii) Obviously, the condition in (5.10) is su cient for C CRf > 0. To prove its necessity, suppose indirectly that to each x 2 X there is an s = s(x) such that W( jx; s) is the point mass at some y = y(x). Given any deterministic protocol, consider x 2 X n , s 2 S n , y 2 Y n de ned recursively such that s i = s(x i ), y = y(x i ), and x i+1 is the input symbol that the given protocol speci es when the past output sequence is y 1 : : : y i . For this particular state sequence s, the given protocol leads to a unique output sequence y, proving that quantity (5.7) is equal to 0 for every deterministic protocol, hence C CRf = 0. Our result on the CR capacity leads to a noticable conclusion for the classical transmission problem. , such UCR may be generated using a protocol of block-length n 0 = c log n, by Theorem 3.2. This proves that C R is an achievable transmission rate, at least if randomization is permitted (randomization may be needed in the CR-generating protocol of negligible block-length n 0 = c log n, whose outcome will identify the C i actually used). The proof is completed by reference to the feedback versions of (5.2) and (5.6).
( 
Model (c): Strongly arbitrarily varying channel (SAVC).
It is assumed here that the jammer can make his choice of s 2 S n depend on the sent x 2 X n . Formally, the parameter determining the statistics is now an arbitrary mapping from X n to S n .
Since the number of such mappings is doubly exponential in n, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is still satis ed. The criterion (2.11) for an (N; n; ") ID code becomes The rst inequalities here (with disjoint sets D j ) represent the maximum probability of error criterion for transmission codes with randomized encoding. Any (N; n; ") transmission code with randomized encoding gives rise to a deterministic (N; n; ") code, with codewords x j = arg min x (max s W n (D c j jx; s)). Hence the maximum error capacity of a SAVC for deterministic and randomized encoding is the same. It is also (well known and) easy to see that this capacity coincides with the average error capacity for deterministic codes, and it equals the maximum error capacity for deterministic codes of the AVC de ned by the same W. We shall denote this capacity by where " = "`n2 2(1?"`n2) . Using the inequality 1 + t`n2 exp t, it follows that the last product in (A. 2) gives, using the assumption (3.2) and recalling that = "d, Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.1: We have to show that the P{probability of the complementary set of (3.1) with P = P( js) de ned by (2.9) is " if d is as in (3.7), with given by (3.8) . This probability can be written as Pr P(X n js) > exp ?n(H min ? ) (A.5) where Pr denotes probability under P( js). Now Calculus shows that the last sum in (A.7) is maximum when P is the uniform distribution on X, providing jXj 3. Hence X x2X p 1+t (x) 1 ? tH(P)`n 2 + t 2 2 (`njX j) 2 exp ?tH(P) + t 2 2 (log jXj) 2`n 2 ; (A.8) with the understanding (as also in the rest of the proof) that jXj should be replaced by 3 if jXj = 2.
As H ? P( js i ) H min by de nition, (A.6) and (A.8) give that the probability (A.5) is upper bounded by exp ?nt +n t 2 2 (log jXj) 2`n 2 , for each t > 0. Setting t = =(log jXj) 2`n 2, we get Pr P(X n js) > exp ?n(H min ? ) < exp ?n 2 2(log jXj) 2`n 2 :
(A.9)
For given by (3.8), the right hand side of (A.9) is equal to " 3 , establishing our claim.
Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.4:
Here we show that to any RV's U; V satisfying the Markov conditions 
